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Abstract: In the numerical simulations of the semi-closed basin hydrody-
namics, generally, only the initial temperature field at the open boundary cross
section is known. Taking these values constant for one month or longer, the
unrealistic gradients at the open boundary may be generated. The sea sur-
face hydrodynamics strongly depends on the forcing from atmosphere and the
temperature at the open boundary cannot be too much different from the tem-
perature in the integration area near the boundary. It is reasonable to connect
the temperature changes in the integration area with the values at the open
boundary, in some way. Here, the weighted average between the value at the
open boundary and the value at the first interior grid point along the normal
is discussed and it is illustrated with the results of the numerical experiments.
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1. Introduction

At the open boundary cross section taking the temperature field constant, as it
was defined from some known initial conditions, during longer integration time,
for one month or longer, usually, the unrealistic gradients at the boundary are
generated. In order to avoid this it is possible to define some weak dependencies
of the boundary values with the values in the integration area, due that the sea
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surface hydrodynamics depends mainly on the atmospheric forcing which does
not change too much outside the integration area. Let us consider the form

Θn+1 = Θn + β(Tn+1 − Θn) , (1)

where Θ denotes the value at the open boundary and T the value at the first
grid point along the normal in the integration area. The subscripts denotes
the time n ∆t, where ∆t is the time step in the numerical integration. More
suitable form for the analysis of equation (1) is the weighted averages form

Θn+1 = αΘn + βTn+1, α + β = 1 . (2)

For β = 0 there is not interaction between the valus at open boundary
and the values in the interior of the integration area. In the case α = 0 the
boundary conditions are ∂T

∂n
= 0. In the numerical experiments, described in

the following text, the integration was stable for α ≫ β.

The seasonal temperature changes in the seas at the middle latitudes are
greater than the daily changes and in order to obtain some idea about equation
(2) the case with linearly increasing (or decreasing) of Tn during the time of
one month and longer was analysed.

2. Linear Changes of Tn

Considering Tn = T0 + n∆T from equation (2) it follows

Θn = αnΘ0+β[αn−1+αn−2+· · ·+α+1]T0+β[αn−1+2αn−2+· · ·+n]∆T . (3)

Following the same procedure we obtain the sum of the geometric series and
the sum of the second series in equation (3). It follows

Θn = αnΘ0 + (1 − αn)T0 + [n −
α

β
(1 − αn)]∆T . (4)

Let α/β be some integer ∆n and n ≫ ∆n > 0. Considering in equation (4)
n → ∞ it follows

Θn ≈ Tn−∆n , (5)

that is, the value at the open boundary approximately follows at the time
distance ∆n∆t the value at the interior point. According to the numerical ex-
periments, for the sufficiently large ∆n (i.e. small β) the numerical integration
was stable. Due to the daily temperature changes (with daily maximum and
minimum) it is natural to take 1day= ∆n∆t. The time step ∆t is given in
seconds and can be written

β =
∆t

∆t + 8.64 104
. (6)
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For example, in the case of the Adriatic Sea with the horizontal grid inter-
val 10km, as it was taken in the numerical experiments described below, β is
7.745 10−4.

3. Numerical Experiments

A geopotential (z-coordinate) non-linear levels model [1] was used for the nu-
merical experiments. The recent state of the model development with descrip-
tions and source code can be found at web page [2]. In the numerical exper-
iments was considered the Adriatic Sea from the strait of Otranto to Venezia
(≈ 1000 × 200km, max. depth ≈ 1300m). It is forced with the reanalysis data
from the atmospheric model [5] from May 20, 2006 at 00:00 to July 4, 2006
at 00:00. The tides at open boundary was defined according to the data for
Otranto [3]. The Po River runoff was included according to Raicich [4]. Surface
fluxes was calculated with the bulk formulae. The short and long wave radia-
tions were included too, as well as the rain data from the atmospheric model
[5]. The more detailed description of the model’s physics and applied numerical
schemes may be found, as it was said, at web page [2]. The horizontal grid step
was 10km and vertical 5m. In the used forward-backward time scheme accord-
ing to the CFL criteria of stability the time step was 64.38s (i.e. 70% of the
maximum value). The initial condition was uniformly stratified sea. Figures
1 and 2 show the predicted sea surface temperature for June 30, 2006 in the
numerical experiments: Case 1: without including equation (1), and Case 2:

including equation (1).

The date was chosen according to the sea surface temperature time series
at the South Adriatic Pit. From the time series showed in Figure 3 it can be
seen the increasing of temperature during preceding ten days, and it is like in
the case analysed above (the linear temperature increment).

Considering the results for the surface temperature it is visible the impact of
the included boundary condition. It is evident that the sea surface temperature
gradients at the open boundary are rotated for 45 degree. This has impact on
the basin hydrodynamics. In Figures 4 and 5 the vertical velocity profiles at
the South Adriatic Pit for June 30, 2006 at 00:00 for the considered cases are
given. It can be seen that the velocity profiles are notable different.

The impact of the included boundary condition can be seen and the salinity
field can be considered. Here, it mainly depends on the dispersion of the Po
River fresh water runoff and means that the included boundary conditions
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Figure 1: June 30, 2006 at
00:00, Case 1

Figure 2: June 30, 2006 at
00:00, Case 2

Figure 3: From May 20, 2006 at
00:00, Case 2

Figure 4: June 30, 2006 at
00:00, Case 1
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Figure 5: June 30, 2006 at 00:00, Case 2

influence the whole basin dynamics on the monthly time scale. It can be noted
how important is to now the real boundary condition in order to have realistic
simulations of the basin hydrodynamics on the longer time scales. These long
terms hydrodynamic simulations are essential in ecological modeling. However,
and here considered approach can help.
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